
MGU (Motor Generator Unit)
The aRacer Super2 MGU ECU integrates the starter motor and generator

control. The user can use the MGU ECU to control the charging voltage and

starter torque. aRacer also combines the concept of hybrid power to assist

engine power output, as “eBoost”.

Setting Parameters
1. Starter Setting
Starter setting “D1MGU_Crank_Torque” can be used to adjust the starting

ability of the engine. The user can observe the change of the engine rpm when

adjusting. The larger the adjustment value, the higher the engine rpm. The

range is 0~200%, and 100% is the default value.
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Calibration Parameters Description

D1MGU_Crank_Torque
Motor start torque adjustment, 0~200%, 100% 

is the default value

2. Charging Voltage Setting
For the charging setting, the charging voltage “D2MGU_ChargeVoltage” can

be set, and the voltage adjustment range is 13~15V. In addition, when the car

is decelerating, the charging voltage “D2MGU_Dec_ChargeVolt” can be

adjusted during deceleration to increase the charging efficiency.

Calibration Parameters Description

D2MGU_ChargeVoltage Charge Voltage adjustment, range 13~15V

D2MGU_Dec_ChargeVolt
Charge Voltage adjustment during 

deceleration, range 13~15V

eBoost SpeedTuning Setting

a. D1MGU_eBoost_Option

➢ eBoost_Switch

ON=eBoost function turned on.

OFF=eBoost function turned off.

➢ eBoost_Track
ON=eBoost track mode is recommended for competitive use. This mode

will cut the battery output limit rate and may reduce battery life or

damaged .

OFF=eBoost street mode, battery charge and discharge will be controlled

energy in balance range.

➢ eBoost_Indicator
ON= Use EFI MIL indicator to display eBoost operating status.

(Cygnus-Gryphus Gen-6、NMaX、AeroX)

→when eBoost is activated, the MIL light flashes(3 times per sec).

→eBoost has not reached the entry threshold, the MIL light

flashes (1 time per sec).

→When eBoost is active, the MIL light turns off.

OFF=Don’t display the eBoost operating status.

➢ eBoost_LiFe Batt
ON= LiFe Battery(The eBoost engaged voltage is limited to 11V).

OFF= Pb Battery.

3. eBoost (Motor Power Assist)
Turn on the eBoost function to have motor assistance. When the operating

condition is full throttle or acceleration. The EFI MIL light flashing display can

be used when the eBoost is working. When a trouble codes occurs, the trouble

code display will be 1st priority. When an MGU related trouble codes occurs,

eBoost will stop working.

The setting methods by SpeedTuning or aRacerSmart APP.

Best eBoost performance requirement:

➢ The battery needs to be fully charged, and the battery open circuit 

voltage is above 12.8V

➢ Battery SOH > 90%(State of Health)

➢ The best working temperature of the battery is 20℃~30℃
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Calibration Parameters Description

D1MGU_eBoost_Option eBoost Function Setting

D1MGU_eBoost_Torque
eBoost power output adjustment, range 

0~100%

D1MGU_eBoost_Time
eBoost actuation time setting, range is 0~10 

seconds

b. D1MGU_eBoost_Torque

The user can set the torque of eBoost, the adjustment range is 0~100%.

Because the battery voltage will be decrease when eBoost is activated,

please pay attention to the specification restrictions when using LiFe

batteries(If selects LiFe batteries, the engaged voltage is limited to 11V).

User can monitor the “MGU_Charge_Volt”, If the voltage is lower than the

specs of the LiFe battery. User can reduce the output power of eBoost

(D1MGU_eBoost_Torque).

c. D1MGU_eBoost_Time

Users can set the activation time of eBoost by yourselves. The time range is

0~10 seconds. The longer the time, the more battery power will be consumed.

It will take longer to charge before the next activation.

eBoost aRacerSmart APP Setting
About eBoost setting in aRacerSmart APP, Please set the function in power

on. After the power is Key-off, it will be reset to the default of the AMS file.

a. Engine Calibration→eBoost

➢ eBoost_Enable

ON=eBoost function turned on.

OFF=eBoost function turned off.

➢ Track Mode

ON=eBoost track mode is recommended for competitive use. This mode

will cut the battery output limit rate and may reduce battery life or

damaged .

OFF=eBoost street mode, battery charge and discharge will be

controlled energy in balance range.

➢ Indicator Light

ON= Use EFI MIL indicator to display eBoost operating status.

(Cygnus-Gryphus Gen-6、NMaX、AeroX)

→when eBoost is activated, the MIL light flashes(3 times per

sec).

→eBoost has not reached the entry threshold, the MIL light

flashes (1 time per sec).

→When eBoost is active, the MIL light turns off.

OFF=Don’t display the eBoost operating status.

➢ Use_LiFe Battery

ON= LiFe Battery(The eBoost engaged voltage is limited to 11V).

OFF= Pb Battery.

b. eBoost Status Display Function

After the APP is connected, the eBoost status display can be turned on at

the following 3 red mark area. Press and hold the red mark to open, and the"

Engine Variable Selection " window will be displayed. Select "MGU_eBoost".
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In the "Engine Variable Selection" window, Select "MGU_eBoost", the eBoost

indicator will appear.

c. eBoost State Indicator

eBoost function turned on, The icon will change from gray to color.

When eBoost is ready, a rocket icon will appear.

When eBoost is activated, a rocket fire icon will appear.

eBoost Charging Status Description
Street mode

a. Calculation eBoost Energy Consumption
When eBoost is activated, MGU will calculate the energy consumed and

evaluate the timing of the next enable. Normally, when the battery is fully

charged (SOH>90%), the eBoost activate for 10 seconds and the charging

time will be about 70~ 80 seconds (using the 6.8AH test).

b. Low Voltage Protection
When eBoost is activated, if the battery voltage is detected too low, the

charging protection will be enable, and the charging time is 800 seconds. If the

key switch is turned off within 800 seconds, the next time the engine is started,

it will recalculate for 800 seconds. User can’t modify the low voltage threshold

by yourself. Defined as follows :

➢ Pb Battery →Volt_Batt_indx <=10.3V

➢ LiFe Battery →Volt_Batt_indx <=11V
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Attention：
The aRacer Super2 MGU ECU is designed and developed for the

specifications of the battery, starter motor, and generator of the stock bike. If

the battery, starting motor, and generator that do not meet the stock

specifications, the ECU may be damaged and there is no warranty by aRacer

speedTek. Please note the following:

1. Stock Motor & Generator Specifications(Cygnus-Gryphus Gen-6、NMaX、
AeroX)

➢ Motor: 12V,290W,400RPM

➢ Generator : 14V,705W,5000RPM

➢ Regulator : 14.6V,365W,Current Max 25A

2. About aRacer Super2 MGU factory settings, eBoost function is disabled

by default. To use eBoost functions, please set up by a professional

technician to avoid unpredictable problems and damaged.

3. When using the eBoost function, please pay attention to the specification

restrictions of the LiFe battery (when the LiFe battery is selected, the

default voltage is limited to 11V), otherwise it may cause the vehicle to

power off in running, battery damaged or battery fire and other risks.

4. The eBoost Track Mode is recommended for use in competitions. This

mode will cut the battery output limit rate and may reduce battery life or

damaged .

5. When eBoost is activated, the EFI MIL light will flash. When a trouble

code occurs, the malf code display will be 1st priority. When an MGU

related trouble code occurs, eBoost will stop working. For related

settings and description, please refer to the MGU manual.

6. When using the aRacer MGU ECU, don’t remove the positive and

negative poles of the battery while the engine is running, otherwise the

ECU will be damaged.

7. When using the aRacer MGU ECU, please pay attention to the battery

positive and negative fixing screws and the body ground joints need to

be locked, otherwise the ECU will be damaged.

8. When using the aRacer MGU ECU, don’t remove any connector while

the engine is running, otherwise the ECU will be damaged.

Monitor Variables

Variables Description

MGU_Charge_Volt MGU Charge Voltage

MGU_A MGU Current

MGU_Temp MGU System Temperature

MGU_eBoostTimer MGU eBoost Actuation Time

MGU_Hall_Miss_Cnt MGU Miss Count

MGU_Mode2.MGU_eBoost MGU eBoost Actuation Flag

c. Common Problem
➢ MGU is always charging that can’t enable the eBoost.

→ The key switch is turned off within 800 seconds.

➢ After the low voltage protection ends, the eBoost enable the protection

again as soon as it activates.

→ Battery ageing.

→ Add too much extra electrical load.

➢ After entering the low voltage protection, user use the charger to charge the

battery or replace the new battery. How to disable the low voltage protection.

→ Turn off the eBoost switch and then turn it on again

(SpeedTunning is "eBoost_Switch", APP is "eBoost Enable"), the low 

voltage protection can be reset.

Track Mode
The track mode only has low voltage protection and doesn’t limit the charging

function for 800 seconds. If the low voltage threshold is touched during

operation (the same as the street mode threshold), the eBoost will be forced to

end. Users need to evaluate the battery status by yourself.
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MGU Trouble-code

Code Depiction Trouble Shooting

P0C52
Drive Motor "A" Position Sensor 

Circuit "A" Low

Sensor damage、Sensor circuit short 

to ground、MGU position sensor 

circuit problem

P0C53
Drive Motor "A" Position Sensor 

Circuit "A" High

Sensor damage、Sensor circuit short 

to battery、MGU position sensor 

circuit problem

P0AEF
Temperature Sensor "A" Circuit 

Low

MGU temperature sensor circuit

problem

P0AF0
Temperature Sensor "A" Circuit 

High

MGU temperature sensor circuit

problem

P0A53 Current Sensor Circuit Low MGU current sensor circuit problem

P0A54 Current Sensor Circuit High

MGU current sensor circuit problem、

Reverse connection of battery positive 

and negative

P0C0B
Drive Motor "A" Inverter Power 

Supply Circuit/Open

Battery cable Loose or poor contact
、Power fuse problem、Reverse 

connection of battery positive and 

negative、MGU voltage sensor circuit

problem

P0C0D
Drive Motor "A" Inverter Power 

Supply Circuit High
MGU voltage sensor circuit problem

P0AFB
Hybrid Battery System Voltage 

High

Battery cable Loose or poor contact、

LiFe battery abnormal

P0C01 Drive Motor "A" Current High Motor three-phase cable short

P0A3C
Drive Motor "A" Inverter Over 

Temperature

Use LiFe battery to operate eBoost, 

battery usage needs to be set to LiFe.

P0AFA
Hybrid Battery System Voltage 

Low

Battery cable Loose or poor contact、

Battery ageing

P0C05
Drive Motor "A" Phase U-V-W 

Circuit/Open

Motor three-phase cable Loose or 

poor contact

P0A1E MGU Crashes MGU crashes

U0120
MGU CAN Communication 

Abnormal
MGU CAN communication abnormal


